
Honorable Chairman, Indigenous Brothers and Sisters 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I am representing the Kirat Chamling Language And Culture Development Association 
Indigenous peoples of Nepal, who has distinct identities in term of language, Culture and 
religion. 

Mr. Chairman, 

I'd like to initiate the situation of the Chamling Indigenous Peoples that indicates the root 
cause of the conflict is underlies in the indigenous problems. To resoive the conflict the 

f^J^wjssues and the problems of the indigenous people must be addressed, because in the 
^ ^ ^ p ^ b i e ^ s ^ o f T R e indigenous people^iie^re^eflion are the-indigenous pennies massively. 

First they are discriminated by the state policies and laws by hot recognising their distinct 
idently. Chamling peoples religion has not got equal states due to the constitutional 
provision which declares Nepal is the Hindu Kingdom that means they are stateless with in 
their own country. They don't have right to obtain the education in mother tongue only thus 
they are backward in education. 

Chamling peoples are voiceless peoples their problems never been by the authority because 
every mechanism of the government is covered by dominant Hindu people they are bias to 
Indigenous peoples. Chamling peoples are deprived from celebrating the culture. They use 
beef for organizing ritual but Cow slaughter is crime and subject of 12 years prison that 
means they don't have cultural rights either. 75 % of Chamling communities are living in 
extreme poverty due to the lack of access over the lands and resources that were snatched 
by the state in the name of land reform and resource management. 

There is no representation of Chamling peoples in the judiciary, executive and legislative 
body including other sector too. Thus, Chamling peoples are as the second-class citizen 
with in the state, on the other hand there is overwhelming representation of Hindus Caste 
Groups peoples in every areas, that's the reasons there are conflicts between indigenous 
peoples and the state in terms of religious conflict, economic conflict, language conflict, 
cultural conflict, political conflict for proportional representation in every sector taking in 
to account of these issues Maoist rebellions are raising the issues about ethnic autonomy, 
equal representation, secular state however in practice there is not indigenous 
representation in Maoist policy making level and top leadership thus it is clear mat 
indigenous peoples are being used for their political benefit, because the majority peoples 
who are holding gun from Maoist side is indigenous peoples. 

Unless the aforementioned isses of indigenous peoples are not addressed the on going 
conflict never be resolved. 

Thank you! 



K I R A T I CHAMLING LANGUAGE AND CULTURE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (KCLACDA) 

Nepal is home of different tribes, races and nationalities having different language, religion, and culture, 
all of which have made the country known to be a multi-racial, multi-lingual, multrreligion and multi
cultural country. Of the different nationalities, the Chamling, a descenderá of the Kirats, is one having 
their own language, culture, tradition and a distinct identity. The Chamlings belong to one of the many 
suppreased nationalities in the country. Their identity has been threatened as their language and culture 
have been suppressed by che state, This reflects that the state has also ingnored to identity actual ami 
real indigenous communities which are a selfexplanatory not access in the process of national 
development. They are not represented in policy and decision making level. As other suppressed 
nationalities, they, too one poor, illiterate, ignorant and timid. In view of this appalling condition of the 
Chamling communities, úie Kirat Chamling Language and Culture Development Association is 
established to educate and empower the Chamling communities to come forward to safeguard their rights 
and identity. The Chamlings are found residing in the eastern part of Nepal, Their place of origin is said 
to be the places around Diktel. the present headquarters of Khotang district and their language is widely 
spoken among the communities in Khotang and in the communities of neighboring destricts. The 
Chamling children are imposed to receive education in Nepali language, the number of chamling 
speakers is decreasing fast. 
Women status of Chamling Community is vulnerable in relation to their health, education, empowerment 
and their traditional culture due to the state composed Hindu riligion. Regarding the economic status 
75% and more Chamling communities are suffering from food scarcity because the lands they cultivate, LB 
mostly in hilly area whish is not agricultural arable and agro production id not sufficient for 12 months 
sustain. 

Objectives of the KCLACDA 
> To urepare curriculum for language text books in the Chamling dialects for primary education 

system through approach to government and INGOs support. 
> To bring all the Chamling communities into the Association and develop mutual 

understanding among all members though regular discussions/interactions sustainable 
development. 

> To study, research, documentation of Chamling threatened language, culture, and rights, 
past history Cgeneological and social) and the present problems the communities facing with. 

> To play important rale for improvement of socio economic and up liftmen of rural life of the 
Chamling community (Awareness, education for collective work against all kind of 
suppressions), 

> To take important steps for safeguarding for traditional knowledge, skills, and technologies of 
the Chamling peoples and their rights on the ancestral lands, natural resources and own 
identity. 

> To work for education, human rights and for equal opportunities that are necessary for the 
betterment of the Chamlings communities. 

> To advocacy for all kinds of inclusion of rights of the indigenous peoples in the constitution 
and policies. 

Program Activities 
> For nation of district and village level committees in the proper area and mobilize the chamling 

communities and conducting interaction programs. Preparation of Chamling linguistic text-book^ 
and initiates priman- education in the densely populated chamling territories and creates vacancies 
for teachers in same clients. 

> To make efforts for making documentary films on our threatened culture, tradition and Mundhum 
(Oral tradition of rites .md rituals) 

> Conduct development activities by coordinating support with government and i/NGOs. 
> Preparation of ;i comprehensive ethno demographic profile on the chamling communities. 
> Preparation of genealogy of the chtfmlings. 
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